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1. Make sure you’ve got all the pieces
two reinforcement sleeves (top left),
the shell (top right), and the drawer
(bottom, underneath)

2. Start by making the shell. This outer 3. Unfold the box into a cube.
box provides the real strength of the
unit, allowing you to stack several
boxes on top of each other.

4. Fold the edges of the brown reinforcing sleeves, and slide them inside each
side of the shell…

4a. When you slide in the second
sleeve, make sure that the edges fit in
entirely and do no overlap.

5a. Now fold in the short side pieces, tuck-

5. With the short end of the box (without the hand hold cut-outs), fold over
the long side pieces over the sleeve

ing in the edges under the folded-in long
pieces. Make this side as square as possible.

6. Turn the shell around and fold
down the other side

6a. Start by folding down the top and
bottom end pieces.

6b. Then fold the left side piece in. Make
sure that the slots are fully exposed and
clear on the far left.

6c. Fold the right-edge piece over and
tuck the tabs into the slots. Make sure
they’re fully inserted, and covered by
the inner sleeve.

7. Start assembling the drawer by
pulling off the corner pieces (these
can be used as title dividers). Be careful not to bend the handle pieces.

8. Fold the drawer into a rectangle, then
fold the side handle pieces together.

9. Wrap the long handle piece over
the top of the folded-together side
and lock the tabs in the slots

10. Repeat steps 8 & 9 for the other
side. The drawer is now complete.

11. Insert the drawer into the shell. You may need to use some
force if the tabs of the drawer handles are protruding a bit, although this shouldn’t cause problems once the drawer is in place.

